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General Comment

Given Point Beach's very bad OE, and the ever increasing risks of breakdown phase age-related
degradation accidents and disasters, shouldn't Point Beach simply be shut down for good, and replaced
with safer, cleaner, more secure, more affordable renewables sources, such as wind power and solar
power, as well as efficiency and energy storage, such as batteries and compressed air energy storage? This
is readily achievable, considering the decade or longer left on the two Point Beach reactors' 60-year
operating licenses. A decade or longer is plenty of time to achieve such a just energy transition in WI.
Especially so, when considering that WI hosts the cutting edge Midwest Renewable Energy Association.

Wind power as an alternative to 80 years of extended operations at Point Beach nuclear power plant is
readily achievable, and should be the preferred alternative. Both onshore and offshore wind power
potential should be considered. Such a visionary scenario is most doable in Wisconsin, both on-land and
in Lake Michigan, and should be done, instead of allowing the dangerously age-degraded Point Beach
reactors to continue operating for three more decades, or longer.

The only alternative sources of electricity considered in NextEra's ER are, inexplicably, solar backed up
by natural gas, and small modular nuclear reactors. What about solar and wind backed up by batteries and
compressed air energy storage? Why aren't such cleaner, safer, more secure, more affordable, just as or
more reliable, and more realistic energy options considered?

In addition to renewable sources of electricity being ready to affordably displace Point Beach, energy
efficiency should be maximized. In fact, nega-watts, as dubbed by Amory Lovins of the Rocky Mountain
Institute, and the cheapest kilowatt-hours to be had -- those that never had to be generated in the first
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place.
 
Dr. Arjun Makhijani of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research concluded in his 2007 book
Carbon-Free and Nuclear-Free: A Roadmap for U.S. Energy Policy, that the U.S. economy -- the largest
of any country on Earth -- could readily and affordably go nuclear power-free and fossil fuel-free, relying
entirely on renewables and efficiency, within just a few decades, if only we chose to.
 
Since, Dr. Makhijani has done multiple state-level analyses -- such as in Maryland -- showing how to
practically accomplish this carbon-free and nuclear-free energy economy. The same could readily be done
in Wisconsin as well. After all, WI hosts the Midwest Renewable Energy Association, a national leader in
its field.
 
Re: the high-level radioactive waste that would be generated at Point Beach nuclear power plant, if NRC
rubber-stamps 80 years of operation at the two reactors:
 
Each reactor would generate at least 20 metric tons of irradiated nuclear fuel (highly radioactive waste)
per year.
 
20 metric tons X 20 years (the extension on the already rubber-stamped 60-year license) = 400 metric
tons per reactor.
 
400 metric tons X 2 reactors = 800 metric tons.
 
Thus, two decades of additional operations at Point Beach, on top of what NRC has already approved,
would mean yet another 800 metric tons, or more, of additional high-level radioactive waste that would
be generated, for which we still have no safe, sound solution, after 64 years of commercial/civilian
nuclear power (and high-level radioactive waste generation) in this country. This additional 800 metric
tons of irradiated nuclear fuel would represent a catastrophic risk in and of itself, to public health, safety,
security, and the environment, and would be a curse on all future generations. High-level radioactive
waste remains hazardous and deadly for more than a million years. 20 years of electricity generation at
Point Beach is not worth the more than a million years of hazard associated with the high-level
radioactive waste that would be generated. This is especially outrageous, when clean, safe, secure,
affordable, and reliable renewables, such as wind and solar, combined with efficiency and storage, can
readily displace Point Beach in terms of electricity supply.
 


